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Let A be an n x n matrix of o’s and l’s with total support. The diagonal hypergraph of 1, is 
the hypergraph whose vertices are the positive positions of A and whose &ges are the pas tive 
diagonals of A. We investigate which n x n matrices with total support have diagonal hq;ler- 
graphs isomorphic to that of A, and the structure of such isomorphisms. 
Let A = [qj] ‘je an n X n non-negative matrix. A diagonal of A is a set of 
wsitions DT = ((l,?(l)), . . . , (n, T(R)}} of A where T + a permutation of 
II ,**=. n}. A position of A is positive if the entry of 4~ Ida that position is positive. 
The diagonal I& is cakd a positive diagonal if all its position are pktive. The 
pcositive diagonals of A a~ in one-%+one WrrescJndense with the I-facto= of 
the asscxiated hip-artite graph. Since the not&m of a prx;itive diagonal depends 
anly on she zero-nonzera character of the entries of A (that is9 c&y on the 
assuciated bipatiite grz@), we assume henceforth that arEl ma&es no mati~ of 
0”s and 1’s. -ated with the matrix A is a hypcrgrapb ?3H(A), cab2 the 
diag~tal hywup& of -;A [2& The vertices of DH(A) are the g&tive p_titions af 
A: t&z edges of DH(A) are the positive- diagonab of A, IIr MEW poi5ve position 
sf A kb MIX contained b my pc&ive diagunai of A, thent h& WI&TX helongs to no 
. edge: of D&I(A) and can be d&&d without changing the imlxxtant structure of 
DH;A ). Consequently wvz shafl assume that every p&iv{: position of A is 
co,ntaine.cf in a positive diagond. A mm-zera matrix A with the preceding. 
prq8erty is cafkd 8 matrix wit!4 fold srrppopt, 
Let A and B be n x /t matrices with total suppc~rt. An iso.ro~@sm uf DWA) 
and DE$(B) is R bije4bn rp fram the positive positions of A to the positive 
po&ions of B such that D 4s a pmitive diagonal of A if and only if q(D) is a 
pos&ive diagonal of I3. Given the matrix A we investigate which matrices B’ have 
the property that DH(B) is isumcqtbic ta DH(A). Morn: generally, we consider 
whkk qxxaticdns on A induce an isom~rphism between the diagonal hmrgraph 
of ,A and that of she resulting mat&x. 
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2. Strongly stable sets 
Let a be an n X n matrix with total support. k4 set S of slertices of DH(A) is 
strongly srqble provided each edge of DH(A.9 contains at most ow vertex of so 
Clearly the set of positive pocitions of a row or column of A is a maximal stronf)y 
stable set. The strc~ngly stable hypergruph a)f A, denotelb% by SHi A), is ke 
hypergraph whose vertices are the posit&e positions of A md whose edges are 
the strongly stable sets of A. From the dcfiniticjn it follows that the strongly stable 
hypergray-jh of A is determined by the diagonal hypergraph of A. The first 
theorem1 r;hows that the converse also holds. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A clnd 13 be n x TV rrtattices ~itk total slApport atid kt rp k B 
bijtxtiorn j+orn the positive positions of A to the podive positions 01 B. 7Im q is un 
i.sornorpdtisrn of DH( A 1 and DH(B) if and on’ly if 26 is an isomorpirism of Sfi(cI ) 
and SHil B9. 
Proof. ‘Suppose first that: cp is an isomorphism of DH(A) and DH(B). Let X be a 
set of plrsitivc positions of A. For any positive diagonal D of A, ifI KXl> I if and 
only if q(D) ~&XI\ >* 1. It follows that X is an edge of SH(A, if aryd only if 
<F(X) is an edge of SH(B). 
Now suppose that q is an isomorphism of SW(A) and SH(B). Let D be a 
positive diagonal of fj. Suppose +(D j were inot a positive diagonal of B. Then 
there e:uist distinct positive positions p1 and p2 in (p(D) which along to the same 
row or column of f?. Thus {p,, p2) is an edge of SW(B), so {cp *’ ]Ip19. cp ‘(pz)} is an 
edge of SH( A 1 contained in ii). This contradicts the definition of’ a strongly stable 
set, so cp(il)) is a positive diagonal of B. The theorem now follows. 
Given two isomorphic hypergraphs [l] H, and H2, the associated strongly 
stable hypergraphs are also isomorphic. But the converse need not hold as it must 
for diagonal hypcrgraphs. Let H, be the hyperlraph with vertices Q. b, c, d, e and 
edges ube, ace, ade, bee, bde and c&. Let I’& be the hypergraph with vertices 
u, h, c, d, e and edges abe, ace, de, he, Me and bed. Then %i, and H2 are not 
isomorphic. But each of a. I>, c, d and e is a maximal stable set of both W, and HZ, 
and t!ws the associated strongly stable hypergraphs are isomorphic. 
If A is an n x n matrix and F is a p x q subrnatrix of A, then the cornplernent of 
F in A is the (n - p) x (n -9) submatrix F of A whose rows and columns are 
complementary to tho.:e tif E The following theorem is proved in [2]. 
Themem 2.2. Let r\ k an n X n matrix with total support irntl Ilet S be a set of’ 
positbe positions OJ A. Then S is a stror~ly stable set of DH(/\) if and only if there 
exists u p x q zero subrmztrix 1’ of A with p + q = n - 1 (p M9, q 3 09 such that the 
positions in S ure positions of F. 
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Roof. Let S be the set of positive positions of the complement of a p x q zero 
submatrix of A with p + q = n - 1. By Theorem 2.2 S is a strongly stable set. The 
positive positions of A not in S are contained in p + q = it. - 1 rows and cckmns, 
from which it foll&ws that every positive diagonal of A contains a position of S. 
Since A has total support, every positive position of A belongs to a positive 
diagonal. Hence S is a mavimal strongly stable set. The converse follows directly 
from Theorem 2.2. 
Let A be an 11 x n matrix. Then A is called partly decompomble if either n = 1 
and A=[01 or BIN and for some P=~,...,Pz-~, A has a px(n--p) zero 
submatrix; athemise A is called fi?iy ~R&COW~MS&&. It is ~11 known that a fu!!y 
indecomposable matrix has total suppmt and that for every nonzero matrix &I 
with total support here exist permutation mat&es P’, Q such that 
where A,. *. . ,& are full!, indecomposable. The matrices At, . ., . , A, are called 
the fully i~&c~~posable ccq~~~~s of A and are uniquely determined up to row 
and column permutations. Note that for any pmutation matrices P and Q, 
DH(PAQ) is isomorphic to DH(A). The next theorem &mplies Ihat the diagonal 
hypergraph of a matrix with total support determines up to isomorphism the 
diagonal h ypergraphs of its fully indecomposable compooents, 
PPO& Assume that cp is an isomorphism from DH(B) onto*DH(A). If r = s = 1, 
the conclusion follows. Thl s we may suppose s> 1. Then B = B1 @I!: where B1 is ) 
a k x k matrix ( 1 G k < n). The vertices X of DH(B) can be partitioned into 
X1, X2 such that X, is the set of positive positions of &. Every edge 0 of DH(B) 
can be partitioned into Dl, D ? such that DI 2 X, and Z&G X2. Let E = E, U E2 be 
an edge of DH(43) where El z XI and I&S X,. Then for each edge D of DH(B), 
D, UE2 and El U & are edges of DH(BJ. Since B ‘Ias total support, every 
positive position of B, is in a positive diagonal DI of’ B1. Since D1 \J& is a 
positive diagonal of I#, cp(&) Urp(E2) is a positive diagonal of A. It now follows 
that q(X,) is contained in the rows and columns of A complementary to those of 
(P(&). Similarly q(X2) is contained in the rows of columns of A compltimentary 
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to those of rp(EJ. rj%x3 q induced an &omo,-ph&m of DH(BJ onto DH(h,&) 
l l *@Ai,) for some iI,. . . , i, with 1s :* l 9 < i,,, s r. It now follows that t * s. 
Similarly s 2 r, and hence s = r. Thus there exists a permutation o of { 1, . . . , r} 
such that DH(Ai) s DH(B,.,i,) for i = 1, . . . , r. 
The converse is readily verified. 
Let A be an n x n matrix with total support. 1 ki line of A is the set of positions 
in a row or in a column of A. The set of positive positions in a line of A is a 
maximal strongly stable set of DH(A) and every !;uch set is called linear At times 
we distinguish between row-linear and column&ear sets. A subset of a linear set 
is called sublinear. Let P and Q be n x n permutation matrices corresI.onding to 
the permutations. v and r of 11, . . . , n}. Then the bijeckn cp from the set of 
positive positions of A to the set of positive positions of PAQ defined by 
cp( i, j) = (v(i), 73j)) 
is zn isomorphism of DH(A) onto DH(PAQj We call <p the isomophism of 
DH( A) induced by P and Q. The bijection Ic/ frc :n the set of positive positions of 
A to the set of positive positions of A’ (the transpose of A) defined by 
is an isomorphism of DH(A) onto DH(A’). We ;:a11 (/ tk isomorphism of EVT(A) 
induced by transpsition. Clearly, for X a set of positive positions of A, <p(X) 
(respectively, $(X)) is a linear set of DH(PAQ) (respectively, DH(A’)) if and only 
if X is a linear set of DH(A). 
Theorem 2.5. Let .4 and B be n x n fully indecomposable matrices, und let 8 b 1 czx 
isomovphism of DH(A) onto DH(B). Tkn etlerydinear set of DH(A) is mappe I by 
8 onto a linear set of DH(B) if and only if thej .T exist permutation matrices 1’. Q 
such that one of the following holds. 
(2.1) 3 = PAQ and 8 is th e isomorphism of JXI(A) induced by P and Q. 
(2.2) B = PA’Q and 8 = q$ where tlr is: the isr)mor~?k~ of DH(A) induced by 
transposition ar,d 4) is the isomorphism of C$I(A’) induced by P and Q. 
Proof. Suppose every linear set of DH(,4) is mapped by 6, onto a linear set of 
CM(B). Suppose e row-linear sets of DH(A) are mapped onto row-linear sets of 
DH(B) and n - - e row-linear sets of DH(A) are mayped onto column-linear sets 
of DH(B). It follows that B has an (n--e) x e zero submatrix. Since B is fully 
inrlecomposablt: e = 0 or e f-- n. If e = ;FZ, we also hz e that the column-linear sets 
of DH(A) are mapped onto Ihe column-linear sIt.:ts of DH(B) and hence (2.1) 
holids. If e = 0, then the column-linear sets of !/DH(A) are mapped onto the 
rowlinear sets of DH(B), and. thus (2.2) holds. 
The converse follows from the discussion preceding the theorem. 
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Now let A and B be PZ x n matrices with total support. By using Theorems 2.4 
and 2.5, the isomorphisms of DH(A) onto DH(B) which map linear sets of 
DH(A) to linear sets of DH(B) can be characterized. informally, such isomorph- 
isms are obtained by permuting rows and columns of A and replacing some nf the 
fully indecomposable components of A by their transposes. 
Co:roIky 2.6. Let A and B be n x n matrices (n > 2) with total supper.: and let 8 be 
an isomor,~hism of DH(A) onto DH(B). Assume A has no p x q zero siubmatrix 
with p+q=n-l(lspsn-2). 7hen (2.1) or (2.2) ho&. 
Roof. Let S be a linear set of DH(B). It follows from Theorem 2.1 that K’(S) is 
a maximal strongly stahle set of DH(A). Since A has no p >. q zer8 submatrix with 
p + q = n - l(1 C pS n -2), it now follows from Theorem 2.2 that K”(S) is a 
linear set of DH(A). Hence B maps linear sets of DH(A) to linear sets of DH(B). 
‘The corollary now follows from Theorem 2.5. 
Let A be an n x n matrix and lee cy, p be subsets of (1,. . . , n}. Then A[cx, p] 
denotes the submatrix of A whose rows are indexed by (x and whose columns are 
indexed by p, rows and columns in _4[a, p] appearing in the same order as in A. 
Fol j.~c(l,..., n}, we denote the complement (1, . . . , n] - p by PL’. WC; define 
A& 0) to be the submatrix A[& p’] and we note that Ati& Pp = &P, PC]. We 
‘iFsa define A[cY, p) == A[cr, ~“1 and A& p3 = A[&, p3. 
NOW suppose A has total support. Let (Y and p be subs&s of (1,. . . , n) such 
that ;cyl+l@l= n-p andA[a,&j=O. Let yzcrC and SC,~” e such that Irl= 101, 
ISI = ial and A[r, 6]= 0. It follows that the matrices A1 = A(?, 8) and A2 = 
A&, 6) are square submatriczs of A. The submatrix C = A(at U y, p U 6) is a p X p 
matrix, and is the largest submatrix of .A which is a submatrix of both Al and AZ. 
If (Il=6={1,..., t-p} and P=~={t+l,...,n}, then 
El 
4 
A= i! C A2 (I 1) 0 
where ck, is t x t and A2 is (1cz - t -- p) x (n - t + p). Witir kis notation we have the 
following. , 
Let A l!e an n X n matrix with total support. Suppose C is a matrix alE 
of whose entries equal 1. Then Al 1p.a~ total support. Let B, be a t x t matrix: and & 
an ~somorphism from .DH(A1) ort!o DH(B,) which fixes e8a& position in C. Let I.3 
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be the matrix obtained from A by replacing the subrnatm Al by BI. Let 8 be the 
mapping from the set of positive positions of A to those of E obtained from t+ by 
defining 8 (i, 1) = (i, j) for each positive position of AZ. Then 8 is an isornorphisrn of 
DH(A) onto DH(B). 
Proof. Let I) be a positive diagonal of A and let D1 be the set of those positions 
of A, which belong to D. Then D1 contains a position from each of rows i with 
i E cx and columns j with Jo 6. Hence D, can be enlarged to a positive diagonal E, 
of A, by including a set F1 of positions from C. Thus A 1 has total support. Since 
0, is an isomorphism from DH(A,) onto DH(&), 8,(E,) is a positive diagolral of 
67 and since 8, fixes each position in C, F, G B,(E,). Hence D’= 
(O,(EJ--F,)U(D-D1) is a positive diagoncd of B and 8(D) = D’. Therefore each 
positive diagonal of A is mapped by 8 to a positive diagonal of B. Similarly, by 
considering f3; ’ it follows that each positive diagonal of B is the image under 8 of 
a positive diagonal of A. Hence 0 is an isomorphism of DH(A) onto DH(B). 
Suppose the matrix C has some zero entries. Let C be the matrix obtained 
from C by replacing each 0 with a 1, and lel: A’ be the matrix obt.ained from A by 
replacing the submatrix C by C’. Applyiq; Theorem 3.1 we obtain a matrix B’ 
and an isomorphism 8’ of DH(A’) onto DH(B’). Now replacing C’ by C in A’ and 
B’ we obtain A and a matrix B and an isomorphism 8 of DH(A) onto DH(B). 
Let A, be a t i< c matrix and A2 an (n - t + 1) x (n - t + 1) matrix such that the 
f t, t )-entry of A, equals the ( 1, I )-entry of AZ. Then the: n x n matrix A defined 
by (3.2) is denoted by A, J: A,. 
Corolkuy 3.2. Let A = A, *AZ be an n x n matrix with total SLC oport and let 
B = A’, * A2. Tkn the matrix El has total support and the mapping 8 fi om the set of 
positive positions of A to those of B defined by 
Mi, j) -= 
Cj, 0, if !i, j) is a position of A,, 
(i, j>, otherwise 
is UIZ isornorphisrn of DH(A) onlo DH(B). 
This corollary is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and the discusston following its 
proof. The matrix B is said to be obtained from A by a p+m:al transposition OH Al. 
The mapping 0 is called the ison:orphism of DH( A) indprccd by partial tmquosi- 
tion of A on A ]. 
We note the following special cases of Corollary 3.2. if the matrix A1 is 1 X 1, 
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then B=A:*Al=A1*AZ= A. If the matrix A2 is 1x1, ,then B=A:.aA,=At 
and hence transposition is a special instance,,of part& tr:r.nsposi$ion, 
Let A be an n X n matrix ‘with total support. Suppose there are permutation 
matrices P, Q such that PAQ = A, * A> Let B = A\* AZ. Then DH(B) is 
isomorphic to DH(A) under the composition of the isomorphism induced hy P, Q 
and that induced by partial transposition. Now let A = A, *A* Then (Al * A$ = 
A\ *A& The partial transposition of A\ *Ai on A: yieIds the matrix At * A$. lt 
follows that DH(A) is isomorphic to DH(A1*A:), and we say that Al*A: is 
~&fu~~~ &VW A by a partial ~&~~sition on Aa. Now suppose A = ( A1 * A& * As. 
Clearly A = A, *(A2*AJ) and we write A = A1 *A,* As. L,et B he obtained from 
A by a partial transposition on A, * AZ, so that B = A; *Ai+ rl.,. Let C be 
obtained from B by partial tran&sition on A:. Then C = A1 *A; * A, and it 
follows that DH(C) is isomorphic to DIG(A) under the composition of the 
isomorphisms induced by the two par.ial transpositions. Using induction we 
obtain the fohowing. 
The preceding discussion leads us to make the following c~njscture: Let A and 
$3 be n x n matrices with total support and let 8 be an isomorphism from DH(A) 
onto DH(B). Then 8 is a composition of isomorphisms induced by permutation 
matrices and partial transpositions. The remainder of this paper is concerned with 
an attempt to prove this conjecture. 
4. LiiearkBbk! sets 
Let A be an YI X rt matrix with total support and let S be a set of positive 
positicns of A. Then S is called lineatizabte (in A) if there exists an rr x 11 matrix 
B wirh total s~nport and an isomorphism t? from DH(A) onto DH(B) such that 
O(S) is a suhditlear set of B. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that if S is linearizable, 
then S is a srrongly stable set of DH(A), and S is a maximal :$rol~gly stable set if 
and oniv if O(S) is a linear set of B. 
For example, let A and B be the matrices given in (4.1). 
A= (4.1) 
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Then an isomorphism between DH(A) and DH(B) is established in (4.2), since 
the positive diagonals of both matrices are afhlm, &fijtn, cfhjk, dghjk, and egijk. 
0 0 a 0 j’ 
Oobkl 
e d c no 0 
Of go0 
hi 000 
a bl c d e- 
0 0 0 i h 
OOgfO 
0 k moo 
i 2 0 0 .. 0. 
(4.2) 
In (4.2), IQ, b, c, d, e} is a linearizable set of positive positions of A since it is a 
linear set of B. 
Let A = [uJ be an n X y1 matrix. .A sequence al, u2, . . . , ak, a, (k 22) of 
distinct positive positions of A is a cycle if zl, a2 u-e in the same row, Q, a:, are in 
the same column, . . . . , ak, a, are in the same column. Nw;e that if 
a,, a2,. . . , ak, a, is a cycle, then k is an even integer at least 4. The cycle 
a,, a2r. . . 7 ak, aI is called elementary providel; each row and column of A 
contains at most two elements of (a,, a2, . . . , a& Associated with the matrix A is 
a bipar:ite graph whose vertices are the rows x1, . . . , xn and columns y,, . . . , yn of 
A. There is an edge joining Xi and yj in this graph if and only if qj = 1 
(i,jz=l,..., n). A cycle of a corresponds to a cyc!e in the bipartite graph 
associated with A A set S of positive positions of A is cycle-free if there is no 
+k a,, a2, . . . , ak, a, such that a, E S for i = 1,. . . , k. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A and B be n x n matrices with total support and let 0 be an 
isomwphisw of DH(A) onto DH(B). If aI, a2,. . , ak, aI is an ehenta?y cycie of 
A, theu {Oh,), 8(a,), . . . , 6(ak)} is the set of pcdiw? positions of an dem?ntmy 
cycle of B. 
Proof. %ppose a,, u2, , . . , uk, u, is an elementary cycle of A. Let T be the set of 
positive positions in the row of B containing e(a,). Since T is a maximal strongly 
stable set of DH(B), 8-‘(T) is a maximal strongl>l stable set of DE-I(A). Pierce by 
Theorem 2.2 there ertist (Y, p G {I, . . . , n} with Ici 1 -t IpI = rt -t 1 such that 8- ‘CT) is 
the set of positive positions of A[cx, @ 1 and /!(a, 6) = 0. Suppose 
WW)f1{a,. . . . , a,) = {a,). Since a2 is in the same row of A as a,, (12 is a 
positive position of A[cr, p). Since a3 is ill the same column of A :LS a2 and since 
A(cu, 6) = 0, a, is a positive position of A[cx, p). Continuing in this m;,nner, we 
conclude that ak is a position of A[cY, p). This ct\ntr;ldicts the fact that ak is in the 
same colun~ of A as a,. Thus 
lo-l(T)n{al,. . . , L(k}lq 
and hence 
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It follows i in a sin$lar way that the c&nnn of 93 containing (+(a,) contains at least 
two elenlcnts of (@(a,), . . . , @(TV&)}. More geIxxally, the row and column of B 
containing @(a,) contain at least two elements of {e(a&, . . . , @(a,)}, i = I,. . “, k. 
It now follows that B has an elementary cycle bI, . . . , b,, bl with (b,, . . . , b,} G 
@(a,), l l l , 8(%)}. By considering 8-l ‘Ne find that there is an elementary cycle 
c1r.**r c,, cl of A with (c,, . . . , c~}c(6-‘ibl), . . . , K’(b,))r (a,, . . . , uk). Since 
Ql, . . . , 6, a1 is an elementary cycle, (b,, . . . !, b,) =(e(a,), . . . , O(q.)). 
We now ohtain the following. 
Theorena 4.2. Let A be an n x n math with total support arrd let S be a 
linearizable set of positive positions of A. 7%en 5 is cycle-free. 
proof, Since S is linearizable, there exists a matrix B and an isomcrphism 8 from 
DH(A) onto DH(B) such that 6(S) is a set of positive positions in a row of B. 
Suppose a,, . . . , ak, c;~ were an elementarv cycle of A with la, E S for i = 1, . . . , k. 
By Theorem 4.1 {r3(al), . . . , f?(a,)) is the se1 of positive positions of an elementary 
cycle of Z3. This contradicts the fact that e(S) is sublinear. 
Let A be an n X n matrix. Ws define the cycle hy~rguaph of A, CH(A), to be 
the hypergraph whose vertices are the positive positions of A and whose edges 
are the sets {a,, u2,. . . , 4) for each elemel tary cycle a,, a2,. . . , ak, a, of A. Let 
A and B be tt x n matrices with total ~pprr. By Theorem 4.1 if 8 is an 
isomorphkm of DH(A) onto DH(B), then 8 is an isomorphism of CH(A) onto 
CH(B). The converse, however, is fake, as the following I:xar;lple shows. Let 
1 1 0 
A=16r= [ 1 1, 1  , 
1 1 I_ 
and let 6 be the bijection 
positions of B defined by 
between the positive positions of 14 and the positive 
6 a 0 
B-r c d e . 
[ 1 f Pi h 
Then 8 is an isomorphism of CH(A) onto CH( B) but not an isomorphism of 
DH(A) onto DH(B). However we have the follovuing. 
Thsoreirn 4.3. Let A and B be n x n matrices with total support. Let 8 be an 
isomorphism of CH(A) onto Cl-I(R). If there exists a positive diagonal D of A s!ach 
that O(D) is a positive diagonal of B, then 8 is an isc tmorphism of DH(A) onto 
DH( B). 
Proof. Let D = {( 1, T(l)), . . . ) (n, T(n))) be a positive dkgonal of A such that 
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e(D) is a positive diagonal of I3. Let E ={( 1, a(l)), . . . , (n, a(n)} be any other 
positive: diagonal of A. By considering the decompositiorl of the permutation 6% 
into disjoint cycles, we see that C UE cm be partitioned lints sets G (i = I,. , . s f) 
such that either Ci has exactly one elernent or Ci is the set of positions of an 
elementary cycle of A. Let a,, bl, u2, b2,. . . , 4, b,, a, ‘be a.n elementary cycle of A 
whose set of positions is Ci. Without loss of generality we may arsume that 
(a,, . . . , u&D and{b,,..., b&E. Since 8 is an isomorphism of CH((4) onto 
CH(B), e(Ci) is the set of positive positions of an elementary cycle of R. Since 
O(D) is a diagonal of B, it follows that {B(b?), . . . , C’(b,.)) occupies precisely the 
same set of rows and columns of .?I as (O(c;r,), . . . , O(u&}. Since for each singleton 
Ci = {x) we have x E D f~ E, it follows that 8(E) is a positive diagonal of 63. 
likewise for each positive diagonal F of B, O-‘(F) is a positive diagonal of A, and 
hence 8 is all isomorphism of DHiA) dnto DI-I(B). 
We now turn to diagonal hypeigraph i~omorphisms which map some norl-linear 
set of positive positions to a lirlear set of positive positions (cf. Theorem 2.5). First 
we prove the foilowing. 
lL,emma 4.14. L.el A be an n x n matrix with total supptprt cl,nd let S be a cycle-free, 
.spongfy st,zble set of DH(A). 7%eln ISis n. 
Proof. Since s is a strong!y stable set, there exist (Y, p E [l, . . . , n} with ICYI + !@I-= 
H L 1 :wh t.har A(a, p) = 0 and S is a set of positive poxitions of A[a, 1’31. In the 
bipartite gaph associated with A, S corresponds to E set F of edges which join a 
vertex x, (i E ar) with a vertex y, (1; E p). Since S is cycle-.Free, it follows that the 
graph whose vertices are the n + 1 vertices xi (i E CY) and jri (j E p) and whose edges 
are the edge:, of ,F has no cycles. Since a graph with n -I- ‘I vertices and no cycles 
has at most n edges [3, pp. 32-331, ISI G n. 
Let A be an n x n matrix with total support and let S be a set of positive 
positions of u. It follows from Theorems 4.2 and 2.1 Chat cycle-free, strongly 
stable, and cardinality at most n are necessary condition:? for S to be lineanzable. 
13~ L,emma 4.4 the latter condition is a consequence of tilt: first two. Moreover, if 
!i is linearizable and ISI = n, then S is a maximal strongI} statsle set. 
For B = [h,J and C = [c,J uz x n matrices we say P is dmimted by C, written 
13 s C, w$en bi, G Ci, ( 1 s i G tn. 1 s j c II ). We al!;0 write I~?11 for the number of l’s 
c,f B. 
Lemma 4.5. Let a be an n x YZ matrix with mtai support. Let S he the set of positive 
positions o~‘A[cY, 6J where a, /3 c (1, . . . , nJ md icyI + ipI=’ n -t- I and suppose? that S 
is linearizabk. Choose y c cy, 8 c p such thcll the bipartite graph associaf~*d with 
A[y, ;i] is CI connecM component qf the bipartite graph nssocimed with A[cz, p]. 
Let w he LI low of %a, S] with llwlia2. Then there exists II unique row z of /I[-, 61 
XKII that M < z. 
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PrM. Assume that no such z exists. Let the positive positions of w be in 
COlUmlB jil, . . . , jk (-ii 2 2) of A. Sup’pohti for each pair tin jJ wiih ?# s t&e exists 
a row ‘of A[y, S] having l’s in Mimns jr and $ of A. By Cdnsidering the pairs 
ti19 jz) , . . . 9 {jk_+ jk}, & jl} and using the assutiption that -there does not exist a 
row z of A[y, 81 with w s z, it follows that the matrix A[ ‘y, 81 has a cycle. Since S 
k linearizable, this contradicts Theorem 4.2. Hence for some pair &, j$ there is 
no row of A[y, S] which has I’S in columns” j, and js. It now follows that there 
exists an elementmy chain joining vertices yj, and yj, of length greater than 2 in 
the bipartite graph associated with A[v, 61, since that graph is connected. Usins 
the fact that w contains I’s in columns j, and js of A, we see that there exists an 
elementary cycle of A which uses more than 2 positive positions of A[?, 61. Since 
S is linearizable, this contradicts Theorem 4.1. Hence there exists a row z of 
A[r. 61 such that w G z. The tlniqueness follolvs from Theorem 4.2 and the fact 
that llwll3 2. 
Lemma 4.6. Let B be an P x s rvnahix with r + s = n + 1 such that th? Siparti?e graph 
associated with B is a tree, ‘Ihen 
Ccll4l- 1) I= n-r and ~(~ly~~--l)=n--~ 
X Y 
where the first summation extends over all rows of B C-N-! the second over all 
cohmns of B. 
Proof. 
L(bll-1J = (~bll)--r x x 
= IIBII __ r=n -r , 
since r”l trlee with D: + 1 vertices has n edges. The second relation follows in a. 
similar way. 
We now state tht: main result. 
Theorem 4.7. Let r\ be an n x n matrix (n > 1) with total support and let S k a set 
of n positiw positio~~s of A. Then S is a lineakzable set in A if and only if thereiexist 
C%pc{l.. . . , n} with ICYI +\@I = n + 1 such that the following hold: 
(4.3) S is the set of positive positiom of A[oL, p3, 
(4.4) A(cw, B) = 0, 
(4.5) S is cycle-free, 
(4.6) For each mv x of A[a. @J th.e number of rows y of A(cu, p] such that y SX 
equals llxll - 1, 
(4.7) For each cd &mzn u of A[CY, p] the number of c~~Eumns v of A[ar, @) such 
that v s u equak Ilarll- 1. 
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.Mmec ~zr, if C is an n x n matrix and # an i’somcv-phism from DH(A) onto 
DH(C) such that #(S) is a linear set of positive positiotts of C, then C is unique up 
to row and column permutations and transposith, ilm:d +Q is a comp&.tion of 
isomorpkisms induced by row and column pemautat’ons and partial transpositions. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.7 we define an operr,tion on a rooted tree. Let H 
be a tree with n + 1 vertices (n * 2). Then H has a vertex incident with at least two 
edges. We choose such a vertex b and roe! ,H at b. We define the Ime2 of a vertex 
to be its distance in H from b, and the lez)el of If to blc: *the largest level of one of 
its vertices. Let I be the level of Ip, sad suppose Ia 2. Choose a vertex s of level 
I- 1 \;jhich is joined to at least one vertex of level 1. Let e,, . . . , ek be tk vertices 
of level I which are joined to s. There exists a unique vertex d, diffeqent from 
e 1, - - * , Q, such that d is joined to s. ILet If * be the tree with n + 1 vertices rooted 
at b which is obtained from H by eliminating the edge joining s and ei (i = 
1 ,a.*, k) and including an edge joining d and ei (i = 1, . . . , k). We say H* is 
obtained from H by lifting the vertices e,, . . . , ek from s to d. It is clear that by a 
sequence of lifting operations we can obtain the trc:eb rooted at b with n + 1 
vertices and level 1. 
Lemma 4.8. Let A be an n X n fully indecomposable tntz!rix (n > l), and les S be a 
set of n posiliue positions of A for wh~h there exist a: p G (1, . . . , n) with ‘ai + Ipi= 
n + 1 such that (4.3, (4.4), and (4.5) hold. Suppose for e&i row y of A (CI, @] there 
exists a TOW x of A[cY, p] such that y s x, and for each cmohrnn ‘0 of Ai;c!, 6) there 
exists a column u of A[<r, 131 such thut v G u. Then (4.61 c:lnd (4.7’) are satisjkd and 
there exists an n x n matrix J3 and an isotnorphisln 6 f~*om DH(A) onto DH(B) 
such t/fat 8 is a composition of isomorphisms induced by permui’ations md partial 
transpositions and f3(S) is a linear set of positive positions of B. 
Proof. If S is a lilTear set of positive positions of A, thien (4.6) and K7) clearly 
h&! snd by taking b equal to A and 8 equal to the identity, the lemma follows. 
Now suppose that S is uot a linear set of A so that lot\ :r2 and lpl&Z. Let G be 
the bijlartite graph associzred with A[a, p3. Then G is a tree rlvith n -+ II vertices 
aild there exists a vertex b of G incident with at least two edges. We I*oot G at b 
and since S is not a ‘cinezr set the level I of G is al leaqt 2. Suppose: G has t 
vertices of level f. Tht: rrlethod of proof is by inductio,1. ‘\Ve assume the lemma 
holds whenever the le$# el of the tree is less than 1, or equals I ar,d therr: are fewer 
than t vertices of level 1. 
Let G* be obtained from G by lifting vertices e,, . I . , ~3~ of level ! from the 
vertex s to the vertex d. Suppose s is a vertex corresp~c)rllding to row r, l:lf A[(Y, p] 
so that e,, . . . , f& anif d correspond t0 COhmnS c,,,, . . , cece,, ctl Of /k/h!, 01. Let 
a’= a-{rs} and P’={c~ , . . . , c,,}. Since e,, . . . , ek ark joined in G on!y to vertex 
.I, .3 follows that A[&, b’] = 0. Let p” == p -{c,,, . . . , ce,,, cd}_ Since s is joined in G 
only to the vertices e,, . . . , ek, d, we also conclude that A[{r,}, @“I = 0. Let y be a 
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row of A(cu, 61. By hypothesis either y +row I,) or y ~(row i) for some i E G’. It 
follows that cyc can be partitioned into sets y’ and y” suclh that Afy’, p’] = 0 and 
A[$‘, @“:I = 0. Hence A has the form given in (4.8). 
(48) 
Since A is fully indecomposable, it folows that 
IdI+ Iy’l + @‘Is n - 1 (4.9) 
and 
Iy”l + I@“1 +Ip=I s n - 1. (4.10) 
Using Icw’l= !~clll- 1, \@I + l/Y’] = IpI- 1, Ip’I= n - IpI, and \?‘I + ly”l= n - IcyI, we see 
that 
Cla’I + Ir’l+ IP’I> +(Ir”l+ lP”l + IP”I> = an - 1). 
Therefore equality holds in both (4.9) and (4.10). From (4.8) we see that 
Ia’1 + Iy’l + Iy”f = n - 1. (4.11) 
It now follows from (4.11) and the fact that equality holds in (4.9) that Ir”l= I/Y1 = 
k and hence that Ia’1 + Ir’l= !$‘I + I@“\ = n - 1 - k ‘Ikerefore there exist permuta- 
tion matrices P and Q such lhat PAQ has the form given in (4.12) where C is a 
k X k matrix. 
P’ P” PC 
cFcd -e 
t 
Y” 
i 
rs 
a’ 
{ 
Y' I 
c i 0 0 
1 
1 . ..l 1’ (3...0 h 
0 w D F 
0 g 
I 
E 0 
(4.12) 
Let A’ be the matrix obtained i’rom PAQ by a partial transposition on the 
(k + 1) X (k + 1) submatrix in the upper left hand corner. Therr A’ has the form 
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given in (4.13). 
-+-Y 
‘y j
-i , 
1 
: 
/ 
C’ 0 0 ’ 
. I 
1 I 
Zf 1 o-*0 h 
0 W D F 
/ 
. I- -1 
0 g E 0 i 
(4.13) 
The matrix A [EL, V] indicated in bold face in (4.X.3) has size (\c~\+k)x(!@\-k). 
Since \a\ -k- Ifi\ = y1+ 1, the sum of the dimensions of t’he complementary matrix 
A’(@, P) = I) is n - 1. L,et S’ be the set of n positive positions of A’($, v]. Then S’ 
is a strongly stable set of C)H(A’). Moreover, G* is, the bipartite graph associated 
with A’[~J, v 3. It follows from Corollary 3.2 that tkre exists an isomorphism q 
from lI>H( A) onto DH(A’) and hence from Theorem 2.4 that A’ is fully 
indecomposable. Since each row o’ A(a, S] is domiuated by a row of A[cll, @I, it 
follows that each row of ii’& v) is dominated by a ~WW of A’[.L, v]. From (4.13) 
we see that each of lthe first k coiumns of A’[p, I.,\ is dominated by the first 
column of A’[.L, v]. Since each column of Aecu. 6) is dominated by a column of 
A[a, S], it follows that every other column of A4’[k,. v) is dominated by a column 
of A’[$, v]. We now alpply the inductive hypoth,esis ‘:(I A’. Thus for each row X’ of 
A’[@, V] the number of rows y’ of A’(p, v] such that :,r’s X’ equals \lx’J - 1, and for 
each column U’ of A’[ p, V] the number of columns 11’ of A’[p, ZJ) such that U’S u’ 
equals I[u’/-- 1. Moreover there ex; .3 an YI x n matrl x 63 ant1 a,n isomorphism 8’ 
from DH( A’) onto OH(B) such that 6’ is a composition of isom(:krphisms induced 
hy per,mutations and partial transposkns 9nd 8’6” 1 is a linear set of positive 
positions of B. 
Wft I-efer now to (4.12) and (4.13). Sine: A is full:~ indecomposab’le, E has no 
zero rows, and it followc, that the number of rows of !&y, @j dominated by row r, 
of Arch’, p] equals Ir”l = !n’l= k. Now !et x be a row \,f A[(Y’, ~1. Since A is fully 
indetnomposable, C has no zero rows (or columns. L-&:;rce the number of rows y of 
A& p] which are dominated by x equals the number of rows y of A[ y’, /3 
are dominated by x and this equals \I#- 1 by the inductive hypothesis. A column 
of A[cr, p’] dominates no coltirnn of A] (Y, p) sine: A is fully inde~:o.m~osable. 
Now consider column cd of A&X, p]. By the inductk: hypothesis the first column 
of A’[@, V] dominates k + \Iwll columns of A’[p, V) Since the first c,olumn of 
A’[+ z ] dominates the first k columns of A’[F, v), 1’: follows that the first column 
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of A’[&, v] dominates llwjl of the remaining columns of A1[p, v). Hence column c, 
fo A[@, @J dominates l[wll columns of A[% 0). Finally, using the inductive 
‘rypothesis a column u of A[a, @“I dominates Ilull-- 1 columns~ of A[EY, 0). Hence 
(4.6) and (4.7) hold for A. By t&kg (I= hp, the lemma follows. 
proo% of Theclsrsem 4.7. First suppo: e tchat here exist a; p 5 (1, . . , , n} with 
Ial + ISI = n + 1 such that (4.3) through {4,.7) hold. The bipartite graph associated 
with A[cu, 61 has PE + 1 vertices, n edges, and no cycles and hence is a tree. Since a 
tree is a connected graph and A has total support, A[a, p] is a submatrix of a 
fully indecomposable component of A. Since A(m, @) = 0, it riow follows that A is 
fully indecomposable. Let x be a row of A[a, @I. By (4.6) the number of rows y 
of A (ar, ~1 such that y 6 x equ Js /XII - 1. Summing llxll- 1 over all rows x of 
A[cY, p], we get n - Ial by Lemn; 4.6. Since A is fully indecomposable, lly/ 32 
for each row y of A(a, Pf. _ Sina S is cycle-free, each row y of A( CU, p] is 
dominated by at most qne row of A ‘a: 81. Since A(% @] ha0 exactly n - \a 1 rows, 
it now follows that for each row y of A@, 63 there exists a tinique row x of 
A[a: @] such that y sx. A similar s, atement holds for the columns of A[a, p). 
Hence Lemma 4.8 applies and in partm~.~kr S is linearizable. 
Now suppose that S is a linearizable set in A. Since ISI = n and S is linearizable, 
S is a maximal strongly stable set, and it follows from Corollary 2.3 that there 
exist cy, &(I,. . . , n) with Ic~\+l@l= rz+ 1 such that (4.3) and (4.4) hold. By 
Theorem 4.2, (4.5) also holds. It follows from Lemma $5 that for each row y of 
A(cr, p] there exists a row x of A[a, p3 such that y d X, and for each column v of 
A[ cy, 6) there exists a column u of ATcv, p] such lhat u s u. Hence Lemma 4.8 
applies and in particular f4.6) and (4.Y) hold. 
Let C be any yt x n matrix for which there exists an isomorphism $ from 
DH(A) onto DH(C) such that +(S) is a linetar set of positive positions of C. We 
may assur L~ that 9(S) is the set of n positive positions of row 1 of C. Let y be any 
row of t’, icx, p]. By Lemma 4.5 there exists a unique row x of A [ ey, p] such that 
x 3y. Let (i, iI), . . . , (i, js) be the positive positions of y, where s = I\yll, SO that 
there are positive positions (!, jI)% . . . , (i, i,) of x. Sin:;e the latter are in S, 
w, i,), 9 ’ * , $49 i,) are positive positions of the first row of C. Suppose they 
occupy columns tl, . . . , t, of C, respectively. Since ((I,j& (i, j:- & (i, jfi4-A 
(i, jk)} = Mk is the set of positions of an elementary cycle of A of length 4, it 
follows from Theorem 4.1 that $(A&) is the set of positions of an elementary 
cycle of C of length 4 (k = l., . . . , s - 1). Consideration of ifi shows that 
$(i, j,) and t,b(i, j2) are in the same row of C and occupy in some order columns tl 
and t2. First suppose that s = 2 so that y contains exactly two 1’s. Since A has 
total support, there is a positive diagonal of A containing ((1, jl) and (i,i~) and 
hence a positiqle diagon 11 of B containing +(!._ ji) and $(i, j2). It IIOW fohws that 
~/(i, j2) occupi~ column i2 of C and $(i, jl) occupies column tl. Now suppose that 
s > 2. By c:onsidering +(I&), . . . 9 Ji(M,_,~ in tlfl*n Fire conclude that 
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J/U, jA . . . , +(i, i,) are in the same row oli C. ‘Siince #(Ml) n $*(bd2) =
{$(l, j2), #(i, j2)}, it follow’s that +(i, j2) ijccupies colusru~ t2 of C and $(i, jJ 
occupies column tl. It suffices to repea:.t his argumen: to show that +(i, jk) 
occupies column fk of C for k = 1, . . . , .P. Since by Theorem 2.1 the positive 
positions, of a row form a maximal stro,:igly stable set, ($(i, jl), . . . , I#&, js)} is 
precisely the set of positive positions of it. row of C. Ncnrv let u be a column of 
A[cY, /3) and the u the column of Afa; p] such that u 2: t. It follows in a sirzilar 
way that the positive positions of u are mapped by # ir; to a row of C and eat!? 
positive position of o is mapped into the same colurr~ as the corresponding 
positive position of u. 
Thus once we assume that #(S) is the set of positive positions of a row oE C, the 
mapping 4 is uaique!y determined up 10 isomorphisllls induced by row and 
column .?ermutations and the matrix C is uniquely de:e:rmined up to row and 
column permutations. We have already shown that Lemma 4.8 applies when S is 
linearizable. Therefore there exists an n x n matrix B am I an isomorphism 8 from 
DH(A) onto DH(B) such that 8 is a colnposition of komorp isms induced by 
permutations and partial transpositions and O(S) is a linear <set of B. By the 
uniqueness properties of C, C can be obtained from B by row and column 
permutations ana if necessary a transposition. Let <p be the induced isomorphism 
of DH(B) onto EH(C). By the uniqueness property of $, l#F-1(<p6) is an isomlorph- 
km induced by row and column permutations. Hence $ is a composition of 
isomorphisms induced by row and column permutation!; and partial transposi- 
tions. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.7 we have Ihe following. 
Corollary 4.9. Let A be- an n x n m&x with total stlrporr such that t\ has a 
knektable se’ of n positive positions. If (T is any matrix -for which there exist!; an 
isomorphisrr: 8 from DH(A) onto DH( C). then 6 is a composition cJf isomorphisms 
induced by FOW and column permutations. 
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